This week's assignments contain lessons on Poetry. You will need to find the necessary poems on the internet. When I googled them, I had no trouble finding them.

**Poetry Unit:**
**Read:** at www.tabbnet.com/amlit - Week 25 - Poetry: *Introduction* through *Types of Poetry* (End at Exercise 1), p.8-14
**Quiz:** Be prepared for a short in-class quiz on the 5 time periods of poetry; Ancient, Renaissance, Neoclassical, Modern, and Romantic and the 3 types of poems; Narrative, Lyric, and Dramatic.
*Do: Poetry Pages - ALL of Exercise I - # 1-7, p.p. 14 -16
*Do: Poetry Handout *Part Two-Elements of Poetry*-ALL of Exercise II - # 1-9, p.p.17-19
**Recitation:** Week 28 (April 24) you will be reciting a poem for the class. You may pick any poem written by an American author after 1799 (more or less). You also may recite a hymn. The writings of Edwin -, Sidney Porter, and Fanny Crosby (anti-naturalists) would be great to consider.
**Length:** approx. 50 words - you don't need to do a whole poem, but try to find a selection which makes sense on its own.
**Turn-In: Selection:** Please turn in a copy of your selection. Include author and date written.

**Great Gatsby:**
**Read:** *The Great Gatsby* - Chapter 7, 8, & 9.
*Select and Answer:* 2 questions for each chapter (7, 8, & 9) from the *Great Gatsby* Questions Handout. This will be 6 questions total. Make your answers as complete as possible. . 5 full sentences for each.
**Incorporate** a snippet quotes in 8 different sentences. Underline the snippet quotes.
**E-mail** 4 of them to me for feedback and approval.
**Attach:** approval e-mail to assignment sheet.

**Honors Option:** Follow Syllabus

**History Credit Option:** Continue with Syllabus